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Abstract: Radar systems, based on Multistatic radar concept attracted a substantial attention 

in the recent years. The paper proposes system geometry for S-band Multistatic radar. This 

technique is used for detecting and tracking the small cross section area and stealthy aircrafts. 

The proposed geometrical structures are studied with different radars spacing to extend the 

detection coverage over the Monostatic radar used for air surveillance. The radar detection 

coverage is also studied with all possible stealthy aircraft paths to find the improvement 

achieved from using this type of radar. The simulation is done using Matlab program. The 

results show that the first system geometry with two transmitters and four receivers extends 

the detection coverage 80 Km for small aircraft and 62 Km for stealthy targets. The second 

system geometry with two transmitters and six receivers extends the detection coverage 85 

Km for small targets and 69 Km for stealthy targets. The achieved SNR from these system 

geometries guarantee a high probability of detection for small and stealthy aircraft detection. 
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1- Introduction 
Multistatic radar uses antennas at different locations for transmission and reception. This 

means that the transmitter and receiver are not co-located in the same place. There are 

different versions of Multistatic radar system does not specify how far the transmitting and 

receiving sites must be separated. In recent years, an extended growth of activities in the area 

of radar systems, based on the concept of the Multistatic radar is reported from many research 

centers and universities.  Marc Brooker [1] presents the design and implementation of a signal 

level simulator supporting a wide variety of radar systems, focusing on Multistatic and netted 

radars. The simulator places few limits on the simulated system, and supports systems with 

arbitrary numbers of receivers, transmitters, and scatterers. Bezousek et. al. [2] described  the 

Multistatic arrangement system with non-cooperative transmitters and various aspects of 

signal processing and signal parameters. Benson [3] investigates modeling method to 

optimize the location of receivers in order to achieve maximum coverage of aircraft moving 

around Cape Town International Airport. Several researches deal with improving the 

detection coverage using Multistatic radar systems [4-6]. These researches didn't study the 

radar coverage with different system geometry and various radar spacing. The paper proposes 

system geometry for S-band Multistatic radar for detecting and tracking the small cross 

section area and stealthy aircrafts. The proposed geometrical structures are studied with 

different radars spacing to extend the detection coverage over the Monostatic radar used for 

air surveillance. The radar detection coverage is also studied with all possible stealthy aircraft 

paths to find the improvement achieved from using this type of radar. The first section of the  
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paper introduces theoretical description of the Multistatic radar. The second section presents 

the simulation results and the findings from this paper. The last section displays the 

conclusion of the paper. 

 

 

2-Theoretical Background 
A Multistatic radar system contains multiple spatially diverse Monostatic radar or bistatic 

radar components with a shared area of coverage. An important distinction system based on 

these individual radar geometries is the added requirement for some level of data fusion to 

take place between component parts. The spatial diversity afforded by Multistatic systems 

allows for different aspects of a target to be viewed simultaneously. The potential for 

information gain can give rise to a number of advantages over conventional systems. 

Multistatic radar is often referred to as ‘Multisite’ or ‘netted’ radar. Fig. 1. shows the idea of 

using all available sources of transmission for target localization and co-located receiver 

module, [7]. An obvious advantage of separating the receiver and the transmitter is that the 

receiver is passive and difficult to locate and which doesn’t make it a target for e.g. Anti 

Radiation Missiles (ARM). Personnel are safe from ARM when located at the Rx. Separation 

also has effect on the effectiveness of Electronic Counter Measures (ECM) since the Tx and 

Rx are not co-located and therefore the Rx may be outside the main-lobe of the jammer or 

even outside the Line Of Sight (LOS). Since the receiver is not readily discovered it is 

suitable for covert operations. Several receivers can operate without disclose of their positions 

with the transmitter stand off by a large distance. Relations of Signal to Noise ratio (S/N) will 

be discussed. The range equation for a bistatic radar is derived in a manner completely 

analogous to that for a Monostatic radar. With this analog, the bistatic radar maximum-range 

equation can be written as [8-9], 
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where RT, RR are the transmitter and reciever to target range respectively, PT is the transmitted 

power, GT, GR are the transmit and receive antenna power gain respectively, λ is the 

transmitted signal wavelength, σt is the bistatic radar cross section, FT, FR are the transmit and 

receive propagation factor respectively, K is the Boltzmann constant, Ts is the receive system 

noise temperature, Bn is the noise bandwidth of the receiver, S/N is the signal to noise ratio 

and LT, LR, are the transmit and receive system losses. The Multistatic from the radar equation 

is developed to evaluate Multistatic radar sensitivity properties. A fully coherent radar 

network is considered, which means that the radars comprising the whole network have a 

common and highly precise knowledge of time and space. The whole radar network is 

composed of m transmitters and n receivers. It is assumed that the whole network is well 

synchronized and works cooperatively such that each receiver is capable of receiving echoes 

due to any transmitters in the network. Under these assumptions, it is reasonable to calculate 

the overall radar sensitivity by summing up the partial signal to noise ratio, which is given by, 

[10]. 
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Considering the simplest case where the radar parameters for every transmitter-receiver 

combination are the same, the Multistatic radar equation can be simplified as, 
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From this equation it is clear to see that the Multistatic radar geometry, i.e. the positions of 

target and radar in the network, will have great influence on the overall Multistatic radar 

sensitivity. 

 

 

3- The Proposed System Geometries 
The proposed system geometries are demonstrated in Fig. 2. The first system geometry G1 

consists of two transmitters and four receivers. The second system geometry G2 consists of 

two transmitters and six receivers. The spacing between radar stations is constant for the 

system geometry. The coordinate system must be converted for each radar station according 

to the following equations, 
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4- Simulation Results 
The system geometries are simulated under Matlab program environment to obtain the radar 

sensitivity under the proposed conditions, and demonstrate all possible radar spacing to 

achieve an optimum radar arrangement satisfying the optimum detection. The radar 

transmitter parameters are illustrated in table 1. Multistatic radar system geometry G1 and G2 

are simulated with radar spacing from 5 Km to 70 Km for aircraft range from 50 Km to 140 

Km. It is found that the optimum radar spacing for the system geometry G1 is 48 Km and 50 

Km for G2. Fig. 3.  shows the received S/N at different radar spacing and target ranges for 

system geometry G1with small aircrafts (σ = 0.1 m2), and stealthy aircrafts (σ = 0.025 m2). A 

comparison between Multistatic radar system geometry G1 and Monostatic radar with small 

cross section is investigated in Fig. 4. Same comparative study is demonstrated in Fig. 5. for 

stealthy aircrafts. Fig.  6.  shows the received S/N at different radar spacing and target ranges 

for system geometry G2 with small aircrafts (σ = 0.1 m2), and stealthy aircrafts (σ = 0.025 

m2). Received S/N at different azimuth angles and target ranges for system geometry G2 is 

demonstrated in Fig. 7. The results are concluded in Fig. 8. The system geometry G1 extends 

the detection coverage 80 Km for small aircraft and 62 Km for a stealthy target over the 

Monostatic radar. The second system geometry G2 improves the detection coverage for the 

small aircrafts by 85 Km and 69 Km for a stealthy aircrafts. 
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Table 1   Radar transmitter parameters 
 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

PT (Kwatt) 200 Bn (MHz) 1 

GT, GR (dB) 33 FT, FR  1 

F (MHz) 2450 LT, LR (dB) 5 

 

 

5- Conclusion 
The paper proposes two Multistatic radar system geometries for S-band radar to improve the 

detection coverage of the small and stealthy aircrafts. The first system geometry G1 consists 

of 4 transmitters and two receivers while the second one consists of six transmitters and two 

receivers. The optimum radar spacing for G1 is 48 Km and 50 Km for system geometry G2. 

The simulation results show that system geometry G1 detection coverage extended 80 Km for 

small aircrafts over detected by Monostatic radar and 62 Km for stealthy aircrafts. System 

geometry G2 extends the detection coverage 85 Km with small aircrafts and 69 Km for 

stealthy aircrafts. The results show that the extended range from the first system geometry 

satisfies the need for the small and stealthy aircrafts detection with economic number of radar 

stations. 
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Fig. 1   The combined use of available sources in the process of 

 producing the air picture 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
 

(b) 

Fig. 2   Multistatic Radar System Geometry (a) System Geometry G1 and 

(b) System Geometry G2 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3   Received S/N at different radar spacing and target ranges for system geometry 

G1 (a) Small Aircrafts σ = 0.1 m
2
, (b) Stealthy Aircrafts σ = 0.025 m

2
. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4   Received S/N at different azimuth angels and target ranges with small aircrafts 

 σ = 0.1 m
2 

(a) Multistatic radar G1, (b) Monostatic radar 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5   Received S/N at different azimuth angels and target ranges with stealthy 

aircrafts σ=0.025m
2
 (a) Multistatic radar G1, (b) Monostatic radar 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 6   Received S/N at different radar spacing and target range for system geometry 

G2 (a) Small Aircrafts σ = 0.1 m
2
, (b) Stealthy Aircrafts σ = 0.025 m

2
. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 7   Received S/N at different azimuth angels and target ranges G2 (a) Small 

Aircrafts σ = 0.1m
2 

, (b) Stealthy Aircrafts σ = 0.025 m
2
. 

 

 
Fig. 8   Received S/N versus target range for Multistatic radar G1, G2, and 

Monostatic radar with target cross section σ = 0.1 m
2
 and σ = 0.025 m 


